THE FLIGHT TO EVEREST
"This morning the Indian Meteorological Officer at Purnea,
Mr. S. N. Gupta, whose information and advice have been of
great value to the expedition, reported from balloon observa-
tions, that the wind, whose velocity previously had been
unsuitable, had dropped to fifty-seven miles per hour at 33,000
feet, which altitude we had decided would be the most suitable
working height for photographic survey.
"Our two machines took off from Lalbalu aerodrome, near
Purnea, in still air, the Houston-Westland crewed by Col L. V.
S. Blacker and myself, and the Wesdand-Wallace piloted by
Flight-lieutenant D. F. Mclntyre with Mr. S. R. Bennett, who
is aerial photographer of the Gaumont-British Film Corporation,
as observer. Our direct route to the summit meant flying on a
track of 342 degrees. This necessitated changing the compass
course at intervals more to the west, on account of the increase
of wind velocity with height, according to our weather report.
"We had relied to some extent on overcoming the difficulty
of accurate compass navigation caused by this frequent change
of wind speed, by the good landmarks near and along the
track.
"A heavy dust-haze, rising to a considerable height, almost
completely obscured the ground from Forbesganj towards the
higher mountain ranges. This (as it proved later) made aerial
survey work impossible. We climbed slowly at low engine
revolutions to a height of 10,000 feet. By this height, the crews
of both machines had tested their respective electrical heating
sets, and Mclntyre and I signalled to each other that everything
was satisfactory.
"After thirty minutes' flying we passed over Forbesganj, our
forward emergency landing-ground, forty miles from Purnea
and at a height of 19,000 feet. Everest first became visible above
the haze. We flew lower than our intended working height in
order to make every endeavour to pass over Komaltar, close to
which is the ground control from which we were to begin our
survey. It proved impossible to identify any landmarks at all
until approximately within twenty miles of the summit.

